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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

UN Says More Severe Disasters to Come
May 01, 2022

A new United Nations report says the world will experience more disasters in the coming
years.

�e UN O�ce for Disaster Risk Reduction released the report. It said if current trends
continue, the world will go from around 400 disasters recorded in 2015 to 560 a year by
2030.

�e number of extreme heat waves in 2030 will be three times what it was in 2001, the report
says. It also predicts there will be 30 percent more droughts, or very dry weather.

�e report says there will not only be a rise in natural disasters driven by climate change. It
also expects there to be more economic disasters and food shortages.

Mami Mizutori is chief of the UN O�ce of Disaster Risk Reduction. She said people do not
fully understand how much money disasters are already costing. She added that if people and
governments do not get ahead of disasters, there will be a point in which governments cannot
deal with the damage from disasters.

�at means society needs to rethink how it pays for, deals with and talks about the risk of
disasters, the report’s writers said.

Mizutori said on Monday about 90 percent of the current spending on disasters is emergency
aid. Only six percent of the spending is on rebuilding and four percent is on prevention.

Not every large storm or earthquake has to turn into a disaster, Mizutori said. A lot of damage
can be avoided with more planning and prevention e�orts.
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For many years, disaster deaths were decreasing because of better warnings and prevention,
Mizutori said.

But in the last �ve years, disaster deaths are “way more” compared to the previous �ve years,
said Roger Pulwarty. He is a climate and social scientist at the U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. He is also one of the writers of the report.

Pulwarty said if society changes the way it thinks about risk and prepares for disasters, then
the recent increase in yearly disaster deaths could be temporary. If changes are not made, he
said, the increase in deaths may continue.

I’m Gregory Stachel.

Natalia A. Ramos Miranda reported this story for Reuters. Gregory Stachel adapted it for VOA
Learning English.
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Words in �is Story

trend – n. a general direction of change: a way of behaving or proceeding that is developing
and becoming more common

society – n. people in general thought of as living together in organized communities with
shared laws, traditions, and values
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